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Walk-In Shower Designs
Walk-in showers are perfect for bathrooms of all sizes, adding elegance without compromising function. Walk-in shower designs bring a modern feel to any bathroom while allowing for efficient use of
whatever amount of space is available. Below are some fabulous walk-in shower design ideas to consider; also, be sure to check out our Pinterest Board with amazing variations of walk-in showers!
If you want to create a seamless transition between the shower area and the rest of the bathroom, a
glass-enclosed walk-in shower is the perfect way to do so! This shower design is beautiful and luxurious, providing the look and feel of a spa.

Pictured: Arizona Tile Calacatta Gold Marble; Arizona Tile Waterfall Yosemite Porcelain

When combined with light-colored design elements, such as white subway tiles, the atmosphere of the
bathroom becomes pleasantly light and airy. For smaller bathrooms, this combination is a real winner
as it gives a more spacious appearance.
Walk-in shower designs without doors add openness by creating continuity throughout the bathroom.
Keeping the shower floor level with the bathroom floor, as pictured here, is a smart way to integrate
the shower area with the rest of the room, as well as eliminating the possibility of tripping over a ledge
when stepping out of the shower!

For a unique and highly personalized design, combine different types, shapes or sizes of tile on the
walls and floors of your walk-in shower. Perhaps stick to all porcelain tile but use tiles of varying sizes.
By getting creative with tile combinations, a walk-in shower will go from humdrum to spectacular right
before your eyes!
Creating art with tile is a stylish option for a walk-in shower design that’s sure to draw attention to the
space. Incorporating horizontal rows of mosaic tiles to shower walls will add some contrast and beauty.
For the artistic, designing a tile feature wall, as shown below, is a fun and eye-catching choice.

Pictured: Arizona Tile Soho-Suede-Glass/Stone Stack; Arizona Tile Metalwood Argento & Metalwood Platino

Check out the Arizona Tile Just Imagine Design Tool and upload your bathroom to discover what your
new bath could look like or use one of our many templates to see how your bathroom remodel could
enhance your home. We’d love to discuss your walk-in shower design ideas for your bathroom. Please
stop by any of our Arizona Tile locations to speak with one of our professionally-trained consultants.
We’re always happy to help assist!

About Arizona Tile
Founded in 1977 in San Diego, California, Arizona Tile has grown into a nationally recognized commercial and residential distributor with more than 25 showrooms throughout seven Western states. Arizona
Tile is one of the largest independently-owned importers of stone in the United States, offering more
than 230 varieties of granite, travertine, onyx, slate, marble, limestone and quartz, plus medallions,
porcelain tile, glass tile and other design creations. Founded by John Huarte, former NFL player and
Heisman Trophy winner, the company is still family-owned after more than 35 years.

